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President’s Message Don SchuSter

At their February meeting, the Board of Trustees has 
voted to approve proceeding with the new Branding 
Initiative, which was introduced to membership at 
the All Members Meeting.  This will encompass more 
than just a logo change as we start implementing 
the Club’s new look and feel.  This organization has 
a new vitality and drive and we hope to reflect that 
through an active organization that embraces artists 
and their creative expressions.  We want to be:

 • Welcoming and approachable, not aloof

 • Open to new ideas, not stodgy

 • Fresh looking, not dated

 • Encouraging, not discouraging artistic growth

The first displays of our new Brand will be during Founders’ Week.

The 130th year of the Cincinnati Art Club will kick off with the Founders’ Week 
activities revolving around the  Through the Looking Glass  Exhibition.  But that 
won’t be the only thing we have going! Painting demonstrations, historical talks, 
raffle drawings… there’s plenty of fun for you, your family and friends to enjoy.  
Invite some people to come in and see what’s happening at our Club!

If you’re interested in the more historical side of the CAC, we will be having 
another Vault Show in April.  Many local arts organizations are asking to see the 
pieces in our Permanent Collection, so we’re obliging.  You can see the display 
before they do!  We will have exhibition mounted for our April Dinner Meeting 
on April 17th and open to the public on April 18, 1:00 - 4:00 PM, for a Vault Open 
House.

At the Cincinnati Art Club, we’re Cultivating Creativity!

Yours in artistic endeavor,

Don
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Dinner Meeting: Art in the 
Courtroom with Marlene 
Steele
By Christine Kuhr

Make your reservations! March 20, 
2020, 6:00 – 9:00 PM

A courtroom sketch is an artistic 
depiction of the proceedings in a 
court of law.  In many jurisdictions, 
cameras are not allowed in 
courtrooms in order to prevent 
distractions and preserve privacy.  
The news media rely on sketch artists for illustrations of the proceedings.  The 
artist may only have a short time to capture the event and they may not have 
the best view of the proceedings.  Marlene Steele, Courtroom Sketch Artist, 

Marlene Steele, Pitzen Arraignment, 4-4-2019
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Calendar of events

March

Critique Sessions 
March 3, 7:00 – 9:00 PM 
Ray Hassard, Moderator 
March 17, 7:00 – 9:00 PM 
Tom Post, Moderator

Sketch Group
Monday Sessions
March 9, 16, 23, 30 from 1:00-4:30 PM 
Thursday Sessions
March 5, 12, 19, 26 from 7:00 – 9:30 PM
Jerry Saylor, Moderator

Founders’ Week Exhibitions 
(Reservations Required at most events)
March 7, Opening Reception & Awards, 
6:00-9:00 PM (ticketed event)
March 13, Evening Jazz Party, 7:00 - 
10:00 PM 
All other Founders’ Week events are from 
2:00 - 3:00 PM, with free public admission 
9:00 – 5:00 PM, except Monday’s
March 8 Demonstration,
 Tom Post, Chaos to Order
March 11, Demonstration,
 MaryBeth Karaus, The Still Life 
March 12, Lecture, 
 DeVere Burt, Vanishing Cincinnati
March 14, Demonstration, 
 Tom Bluemlein, The Landscape
March 15, Lecture, 
 Matthew Zorn, Music Hall Restoration
March 17, Lecture, 
 Linda Crank, Dear Lizzie
March 19, Lecture, 
 DeVere Burt, Historical Cincinnati
March 22, Demonstration, 
 David Mueller, The Figure

Trustee Meeting 
March 11, 4:30 - 6:00 PM

Dinner Meeting 
March 20, 6:00 - 9:00 PM

Y’Art Sale
March 27, Noon-5:00 PM
March 28, 9:00 am-4:00 PM

DAWG Meeting 
March 31, 7:00 – 9:30 PM

has several years of experience.  Her drawings are energetic works in line and 
form, whether she is in court composing the scene or sketching and painting 
portraits.  Join us on Friday evening March 20. (Social Time 6:00, Dinner 6:45, 
Presentation approximately 7:30). for a demonstration and the story behind 
the trials and tribulations of the courtroom sketch artist.  Make your reservations 
the Sunday before the meeting.  The event is $25 to cover costs.  Contact: 
dinner@cincinnatiartclub.com to make reservations.

The Y’art Sale to Support Student Scholarship Program
By Steve Hart 

Come on… Admit it!  Somewhere… maybe 
in a dark corner of your basement… maybe 
in the closet you never go into… maybe in 
some drawers in your studio… you have art 
supplies that you haven’t touched in years, 
maybe decades. 

You remember that set of gouache that you 
bought back in 2012 because you wanted 
to test your skills on a new medium?  Well, 
you haven’t touched them since your first 
attempt.  How about those frames you 
bought at a big sale in 2015 that are just 
collecting dust?  You’ll never use them! You 
never use that size canvas!  And that old 
easel you used way back in school until you 
splurged on that nice new one in 2010?  You 
know that old one’s just taking up space 
and collecting dust!

What to do?  What to do?  Well…how about donating them to the CAC’s Y’art 
Sale coming up on March 27 & 28?  Think of it as a garage sale for art supplies.  
Your art-related junk becomes our merchandise.  We’ll be advertising BARGAINS! 
BARGAINS! BARGAINS! to the general public, as well as to members and other 
artists, all to raise money for CAC scholarships.

And if bargain art supplies aren’t enough, our Y’Art Sale will include a “Starving 
Artists” sale.  Everything MUST Go!   Original artwork, and nothing over $100.
Yes, we’ll take your old paintings, drawings, etc  and proudly sell them at an 
irresistibly low price.  There will be a huge collection of Dan Rissel’s art for sale. 
How about yours?  True, you probably won’t be donating your ViewPoint award 
winner.  But what about some of your old stuff that you know you’ll never try 
to sell again?  We’ll sell it for you!  And our future scholarship winners will be 
grateful. 

Questions?  Steve Hart (hartworks05@yahoo.com) and Eileen McConkey 
(Eileen.McConkey@gmail.com) will be glad to answer them.  Would you like to 

Dinner Menu
• Baked Mahi Mahi with fruit salsa
• Marinated Stuffed Portobello Mushrooms served with Diablo Oven Roasted 

Tri-Colored Potatoes w/ garlic & herbs
• Seasoned Broccoli Florets
• Burst of Citrus Salad- Romaine lettuce tossed w Mixed Greens, Mandarin 

oranges, Pineapple Chunks, Feta Cheese, Craisins and tossed almonds with 
orange vinaigrette dressing

• Assorted Dinner Rolls and Butter
• Chef’s choice  Dessert
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Artists have been capturing Cincinnati since the 1800s:  now it’s your turn

Cincinnati as illustrated in 1800

1950, Cincinnati River View, Artist Unknown

The 1933 mosaic murals by art deco artist Winold Reiss

Downtown Cincy Abstract, Artist Unknown

Steinberg’s mural at Cincinnati Art Museum

help us with our efforts before, during, and/or after the Sale?  Let us know that too.  We’ll need all kinds of help to make 
this a success.

Y’Art Sale dates are Friday March 27 noon – 5 PM and Saturday March 28, 9 AM to 4 PM. Drop off dates to be 
announced.

Who knows?  You may want to shop the Sale to find your own bargains to take home.  So mark your calendars and start 
doing some spring housecleaning! 
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Eight of over a hundred paintings to be in the exhibit:

Through the Looking Glass … The Founders’ Week Exhibition and Special Programs 

One thing is common in every painting in this exhibition: the subject matter is Greater Cincinnati at its fullest. Founders’ 
Week is our Club’s second major fundraising event for the year.  Actually, Founders’ Week is 2-weeks filled with of events 
celebrating the long history of Cincinnati and of the 130th Anniversary of our Art Club. The Wessel Gallery at the Club will 
be packed with paintings from area artists of historic portraits, places and other objects that tell the story of our city while 
we celebrate the130th year since the Club was founded.

Monica Achberger, The Reptile House

DeVere Burt, The First Toss

Josie Gearhart, Old St. Mary’s
Don Schuster, Ida Street Viaduct-Nocturne
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Ned Stern, PNC Tower

Jan Boone, Morning News

David Klocke, The Urban Church

Cecilia Brendel, Herman Wessel
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Two Weeks Packed with Art Educational Events Open Free to the Public 
The Founders’ Week events are part of our fund-raising plan for 2020 to support our outreach programs and to advance 
the knowledge and love of art through educational programs.  These events are listed below and will be open to the 
public.  Some of the events require reservations to adequately plan for food and programs/demos to entertain and 
enlighten the attendees. 

Each program is free; however, we are suggesting a $20 educational program donation at each of the eight daily events.  
Reservations are required and they are limited.  If you prefer, you can attend all programs for a one-time donation of $100. 

See the website for further information about the club, the exhibit and the special events. Sunday March 8, Free General 
Admission, 11:00 AM –2:00 PM and 3:00 – 5:00 PM    2:00—3:00 PM, Demonstration by Tom Post - with a ballet dancer 
posing for a stunning display of figurative art.  General admission is open, but to plan for refreshments during the 
demonstration, reservations are required.  Refreshments furnished by Setsuko LeCroix.

The “At-a-Glance” Schedule
Saturday March 7, 6:00 - 9:00 PM – Opening Reception & Awards 

The opening reception will be a gala night to remember.  Dignitaries, community leaders, gallery managers, museum 
curators and art patrons have been invited to mingle with the artists of the paintings on display.  Every painting will be 
for sale.  The opening is a ticketed event at $60 per person with all funds going to support educational programs for 
artists.  Participating artists will have free admission.  Attendees will enjoy heavy appetizers, complementary beverages, 
an exciting Raffle for baskets filled with gifts from businesses and donors all across Greater Cincinnati, and the walls will 
be filled with beautiful art of Cincinnati’s historical events, people and locations.  This is truly the biggest opening in 
Club history and we hope everyone will be there to meet our distinguished guests who want to meet the artists of the 
paintings they are about to purchase.

Sunday March 8, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM–2:00 PM and 3:00 – 5:00PM

Demonstration by Tom Post, 2:00—3:00 PM, with a ballet dancer posing for a stunning display of figurative art.  General 
admission is open, but to plan for refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is 
requested.

Tuesday March 10, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM– 5:00 PM, Open to the public – No charge.  No program scheduled.

Wednesday March 11, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM and 3:00 - 5:00 PM

Still Life Painting Demonstration by MaryBeth Karaus, 2:00—3:00 PM.  General admission is open, but to plan for 
refreshments during the demonstration, reservations are required, and a donation is requested.

Thursday March 12, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM –2:00 PM and 3:00 – 5:00 PM

An Educational Presentation by David Day, Vanishing Cincinnati. General admission is open, but to plan for refreshments 
during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is requested.

Friday March 13, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Open to the public – No charge. No program scheduled.  
The Cincinnati Art Club Jazz Party, 7:00 - 10:00 PM, reservations required.

Saturday March 14, Free General Admission 11:00 AM– 2:00 PM and 3:00 - 5:00 PM

Landscape Painting Demonstration by Tom Bluemlein, 2:00—3:00 PM.  General admission is open, but to plan for 
refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is requested.

Sunday March 15, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM –2:00 PM and 3:00 – 5:00 PM

Presentation by Matthew Zory, The Restoration of Music Hall from a Musician’s Point of View, 2:00—3:00 PM.  General 
admission is open, but to plan for refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is 
requested.

Tuesday March 17, Free General Admission 11:00 AM– 2:00 PM and 3:00 - 5:00 PM

Presentation by Linda Crank, Dear Lizzie, Frank Duveneck’s Love Story, 2:00—3:00 PM.  General admission is open, but to 
plan for refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is requested. 

Wednesday March 18, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM – 5:00 PM, Open to the public – No charge.  No program 
scheduled.

Thursday March 19, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM and 3:00 - 5:00PM

Presentation by DeVere Burt - Historical Cincinnati, the Museum Center and Audubon Society, 2:00—3:00 PM. General 
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Four Presentations that Define Cincinnati
Presentation 1 (March 12, 2:00 PM) David Day explores the free-hand drawings from Vanishing Cincinnati.  This talk is less 
a lament for what has been lost than it is a celebration of what remains and a clarion call for preservation and continuity.  
The images and stories here reconnect us with the city’s century of greatness, from 1850 to 1950. The city’s extraordinary 
diversity of architecture, old and new, side by side, brings the fourth dimension of time into an equation that ennobles 
and enriches the Queen City.  Barbara & David Day’s drawings in Vanishing Cincinnati breathe fresh life into the idea that 
careful preservation of these venerable structures brings longevity and cultural richness to the heart of the city.  

Presentation 2 (March 19, 2:00 PM): DeVere Burt will discuss the 200-year 
history of the Cincinnati Museum Center from its humble beginnings in 
the basement of the Cincinnati College building, as the Western Museum 
Society. The Center today is recognized as one of the Midwest’s finest public 
museums, drawing an annual attendance of approximately 1.8 million 
visitors. It’s a surprising story, unique to our city and its institutions. In this 
presentation, Burt will share how John James Augumon played a role in the 
early days of the Center. Burt has created and produced for exhibition and 
tour, Audubon’s River, a portfolio of 56 paintings inspired by Audubon’s life.  

Presentation 3 (March 15, 2:00 PM): Matthew Zorn tells the story of Music 
Hall’s restoration. I’ve had the great fortune to make my living playing the bass 
on Music Hall’s stage for more than two decades.  From a musician’s perspective, 
I’m intimately familiar with two sides of Music Hall: the inelegant world behind 
the scenes and the crystal and velvet view from the stage. With the building’s 
historic renovation, I realized I had a rare opportunity to see Music Hall from 

another vantage.  Not as a musician, but as a photographer.  Over the course of 16 months I spent hundreds of hours in the hall 
and took more than 10,000 photographs.  It’s a story about a beautiful old building and what happened after the musicians, 
singers and dancers left: when the principal player onstage was the hall itself.  This is Music Hall’s story, the way I heard and saw 
it.  

Presentation 4 (March 17, 2:00 PM): Linda Crank will tell about the sweeping love story that was so central to who Frank 
Duveneck was as a person in her presentation of Dear Lizzie.  Duveneck fell in love with and eventually married socialite 
Elizabeth Boott.  Lizzie, as he called her, was raised in picturesque Italy by her high society parents who hailed from 
Boston.  She fell in love with a penniless but charming Frank Duveneck and it is this love story that Linda will share with us 
as one of four presentations at the Cincinnati Art Club Founders’ Week.  

Four Demonstrations that Defy Ordinary
Demonstration 1 (March 8, 2:00 PM): Tom Post will demonstrate 
how to paint the human figure. His model will be a dancer from 
the Cincinnati Ballet. Tom’s paintings are in the personal collection 
of various notable collectors.  His work has been shown at the 
Cincinnati Nature Center, Homearama and numerous galleries.  

Demonstration 2 (March 11, 2:00 PM): MaryBeth Karaus will 
demonstrate how to arrange and paint a still life. MaryBeth Karaus 
began studying oil painting at a workshop with respected artist 
Dan Gerhartz in 2004.  Two years later, she won the Top Award of 
Excellence from the juried exhibition of the Woman’s Art Club of 
Cincinnati.  Over the last ten years, her work was accepted into the 
Oil Painters of America National Juried Exhibition seven times, and 
she was awarded status of Signature Member of OPA in 2015. 

Demonstration 3 (March 14, 2:00 PM): Tom Bluemlein will demonstrate the techniques for painting a landscape. The 

admission is open, but to plan for refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is 
requested.

Saturday March 21, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM – 5:00 PM, Open to the public – No charge. No program scheduled.

Sunday March 22, Free General Admission, 11:00 AM –2:00 PM and 3:00 – 5:00 PM

Figurative Painting Demonstration by David Mueller. 2:00—3:00 PM. General admission is open, but to plan for 
refreshments during the presentation, reservations are required, and a donation is requested.
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Artwork by our four Founders’ Week Presenters 

Tom Bluemlein, Florida

DeVere Burt, The Moment, features 
the reflected image of JJ Audubon 
discovering a new species of sparrow in 
the wilds of Covington KY, (1820)

DeVere Burt, Shadow Master, inspired by 
N. C. Wyeth’s  Ben Gunn from his Treasure 
Island portfolio

Kentucky native and Impressionist painter has spent his 30-year career creating works that are stunningly beautiful 
depictions of nature.  His unique style uses bold colors and treats a canvas like a quilt-maker, placing each brush stroke 
and then rubbing the edges to blend or “stitch” the colors together.  

Demonstration 4 (March 22, 2:00 PM): David Mueller will demonstrate how he captures life-like figures. David is a 
nationally recognized figurative painter with several portraits in the Ohio State capital.  He received the First-Place award 
in OPA’s national show in 2019.  David stresses drawing, value and color and notes: From my experience teaching art, these 
are the areas most artists can improve and take to a high level of sophistication.

Tom Bluemlein, Daybreak
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David Mueller, Steve

David Mueller, Drummer Boys

Tom Post, The Cobbler

Tom Post, The Conductor
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Capturing Emotion and Mood by Being Outside the Lines
Is Realism Enough?

By George Bodine

I’m often unhappy with my work.  In fact, I can say if there is one constant in my 
painting it is that I’m always trying to push myself, to reinvent my work, and that I’m 
almost always disappointed.  

I want to say more with less.  I want to paint outside the lines, and do it purposely, 
not just to be splashy.  I want to avoid the stock images and subject matter that we 
all know.

Painting realism is easy if all you want to reproduce is an exact copy of what is in 
front of you.  Painting photo realism is even easier.  NOT to achieve, but to teach 
and to understand.  If I had a photo of three apples on a shelf and I was determined 
above all things in life to paint those apples exactly as they appear in the photo, 
I could do it.  Anyone could.  It might take a long time, and would be incredibly 
tedious, but it is achievable because you are merely trying to copy.  Photo realism as 
an art movement died out after a brief burst years ago, because with enough work 
and dedication, it could be achieved.  But for most artists, the end result was painful 
and surely would leave the question, “What is the point?”   

I recently completed a painting that looks incredibly realistic, and could be said to 
be totally done “within the lines” if you view a photo of the painting.  But, in person 

the viewer can see that the surface of the work is insane.  Paint splatters, scumbling, scraping, and brushstrokes that are 
put down once and left alone, or scraped off.  

What I find incredibly difficult, almost unobtainable, is to capture a feeling, a mood, and to keep myself and my work 
loose while doing so.  We learn as representational artists (no abstract work being discussed here) to represent things, and 
unfortunately it is LINE that defines those objects for us, because the painting world in canvas is two dimensional.  We live 

George Bodine, Forward

Linda Crank, Beautiful but Dangerous

Linda Crank, It’s Skyline Time
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and die by the line.  And in the end, if we keep working at it, we 
make great lines that accurately describe the two-dimensional 
object before us.  Then what?  We keep at it.  Get better.   

For me and this is me only that is not where I want to go.  What I 
want is to remain a representational artist while trying to capture 
something beyond just the line.  I keep saying, “atmosphere, light, 
mood,” while working, and to force myself to paint outside the line 
that has hemmed me in almost my entire working life as an artist.  
Again, I don’t want to just throw paint around or be splashy, or to 
drag a fan brush across edges because it is the current thing to do, 
or that is shows, “bravuro.” 

I work from life often, especially the model, and in these sessions, I 
DO try to capture--usually through line--the object in front of me.  
But what my goal is in these exercises, is to become good enough 
that I use those lines, those block ins, those values, to leave the 
image at some point and to remember the emotion and feeling of 
what is before me.  And that is the hardest thing to do sometimes.  You can see why I’m often unhappy.  Good luck.

George Bodine, Paris

From the Club Archives: We Found a Profile of Henry Farny 
Written By Kendrick Bell, Signature Member, admitted in 1957-died in 1980

Henry Farny, our second Art Club President and designer of original Club logo
Had he been able to choose the period in which to live and paint, 
George Grosz once said, he thought he would have preferred the 1890’s.  
The person and career of Henry Farny would appear to illustrate what 
Grosz meant.  In his photo on the Board Room wall, the Cincinnati Art 
Club’s second president peers down at us from beneath a swaggering 
Stetson--a mustachioed man who was quite evidently as accustomed to 
the rugged outdoors as he was to the hazards of an eight course dinner.

Appearances are not deceiving.  Farny was a traveler, linguist, reconteur, 
and bon vivant, as well as a widely renowned painter of Indians and the 
West.  Born in Alsace in 1847, he came with his family to backwoods 
Pennsylvania when he was five, the family having been confronted 
with some of the political upheavals in France at that period.  In that 
day there were still members of the Iroquois tribe about, and no doubt 
Farny’s interest and sympathy for the Indian was rooted in the young 
boy’s experiences around his father’s sawmill.

In 1859, the Farny’s came down the Ohio on a lumber raft, settling in Cincinnati.  
Two years later, on the death of his father, the boy had to leave Woodward 
High School to go to work.  He had always shown a knack for drawing, and was 
fortunate, almost immediately to be able to earn a livelihood selling drawings 
to the magazines.  He was able to go to New York at the age of 19, and soon 
was illustrating for Harper’s Weekly.  His skill and personality recommended 
themselves to certain men influential in journalistic and other pursuits, and 
he was thereby aided in undertaking European study, first in Rome, next in 
Dusseldorf, and then in Munich.

He lived and traveled in the Far West for a number of years after his return from 
Europe, and in 1878 made a 1000-mile canoe trip down the Missouri river.  This 
life and countless sketches made at the time furnished the background for his 
paintings of later years. Friendships formed with Theodore Roosevelt, Robert 
Louis Stevenson, Mark Twain and other prominent men stem from this western 
period.

Returning to Cincinnati, he entered enthusiastically into the city’s social 
life.  Though of French origin, he became one of the founders of the German 
Literary Society and was actively interested in other groups. While not a charter 

Henry Farny (right) with Frank Duveneck.

Henry Farny, Carrying Firewood
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The Vault Show Returns by Popular Demand, April 18-19
If you missed it the first time, don’t skip this event.  And if you saw it last Spring, it will be worth your time to see it again.  
This is the Permanent Collection of the Cincinnati Art Club.  Normally these paintings reside, locked away in climate 
controlled security.  They are coming out of the vault again for us all to see.

Painting in Cuba
By Ray Hassard

Politics is everywhere these days.  Especially if the country you plan to paint in is Cuba. When I told people that I was 
planning this trip, nearly everyone said But we can’t go there! or But the President changed it so we can’t.  The truth is that it 
is not at all difficult and quite legal to go to Cuba and that is what eight artists, two spouses and a photographer did from 
Jan 9-18. 

The category we traveled under is “Support for the Cuban People”.  The State Department document states: Staying 
in a room at a rented accommodation in a private Cuban residence (casa particular), eating at privately-owned Cuban 
restaurants (paladares), and shopping at privately-owned stores run by self-employed Cubans (cuentapropista) 
are examples of activities that qualify for this general license. 

According to Roger Heuck, the CAC Vault Show held last Spring was the best attended Club event in nearly 25 years.  A 
mystique developed about the paintings in the vault because of their value they were shown infrequently usually only for 
a day, then returned to the vault for safe keeping.

Many of the artists studied at The Art Academy (then the McMicken School of Design) and with artists of renown such as 
Frank Duveneck, Henry Farny, Herman Wessel – all members of the CAC.  A surprising number had also studied in Paris, 
Germany, Italy, Belgium, as well as some of the well known national schools.  A collection of pallets used by notable Club 
members, all collected by Martin Rettig, and then donated to the Club will also displayed.

member, Farny joined the Art Club soon after its formation, and devoted considerable 
time and energy to it.  Many of the club “entertainments” during his membership 
were organized or directed by him.  The Club held a “Grand World’s Calathumpian 
Exposition” in December 1892. This soiree was inspired by Farny as a result of his being 
a member of the International Art Jury of the first Chicago World’s Fair.

The dragonfly emblem and motto of the Cincinnati Art Club were of Farny’s 
conception and design and were probably adopted during his presidential 
administration.

L. H. Meakin, a fellow club member and later Club President, says of Farny:  His work 
was of the kind that was understood and admired by a wide range of people.  His skilled 
craftsmanship, excellence of design, fertility of invention, and the vividness in which his 
pictures told a story, together with the charm he invested in them, made Farny’s paintings 
a complete value.

In 1906, when almost 60, Farny married his ward, Miss Guerrin.  Their marriage of ten 
years was a most happy one, but from his marriage on, friends and colleagues had 

to seek his company at his home and studio at 424 Straight street, rather than his former haunts; his table at the Burnet 
house, or his Third street studio.

Farny’s death in 1916 was widely mourned.  Numerous articles appeared in the newspapers at that time.  In 1943, The 
Cincinnati Art Museum posthumously honored its ex-director with a showing of 150 of his paintings. A continuing interest 
in the works of the painters of the West has resulted in the rather extensive collection and acquisition of his paintings in 
recent years.
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However, to meet the requirement for a full-time schedule, 
a traveler must engage in additional authorized Support 
for the Cuban People activities. And that is what we did. 

Juan and his wife Odalys own the building that was 
once the Belgian Embassy a century ago, and which has 
ninerooms, so could accommodate our entire group.  
Juan made wonderful breakfasts with fresh fruit, breads 
and omelets every morning.  And the first day, when we 
stepped out onto the street, we saw a view down the block 
to the Cathedral Plaza. Four of us went no further that day 
in search of painting subjects.

We each brought about $25 worth of over-the-counter 
first aid products and about the same value of art supplies.  
We donated the medical items as a group to a church 
in a more run-down part of the city and brought the art 
supplies to a school for children with mental problems.  
This also fulfilled some of the STCP requirement.

Cuban artists were frequently encountered on the streets painting and 
selling their work.  On the first day out, I met Yassel Dominguez, a very 
good watercolor painter just a few doors down from our casa.  The last 
morning there, I gave him a good quality Strathmore pad and made his 
day.  He told me to take any of his pictures as a gift, and I chose one I had 
seen him working on for several days. 

In the course of the week, all the artists came to understand that the 
Cubans are very friendly, welcoming people.  Havana is a very safe city, 
and those who were a bit nervous about going out on their own to paint 
quickly lost that timidity.  It helped to know some Spanish, but those 
who didn’t got along fine. 

We spent most of our time in Havana, with no particular schedule, just 
going out to paint and discover the city.  We had one overnight excursion 
to the wonderful Vinales area and spent the afternoon painting on the 
farm of Alberto, a tobacco farmer.  We returned there the next morning 
and painted until midday, rather than return to Havana so soon.

What is there to paint in Havana? 

Of course, old American cars are one of the main attractions.  They are 
everywhere, dating from the late 1920s to the early 1960s, all painted 
bright candy colors and in amazingly good condition.  Parks, plazas, 
old colonial buildings and beautiful Beaux Arts style public buildings 
are everywhere.  The harbor and the Spanish fortress on the other side were great backdrops.  The areas that are more 
dilapidated also have a strong sense of place and the architecture often exhibits faded glory.  There is no end of things to 
paint in Havana! I am already hoping to return in a year and next time, I hope to explore more of the island and do more 
painting. 

Ray painting in Havana

Ray Hassard, Alberto’s Chickens

The Art Club Plein Air Pop-up Show
Announcing Call for Artists, June 16

Art lovers will flock to the Mt. Adams Sunset Garden Stroll and this year the Cincinnati Art Club will be major stop for 
the tour shuttle.  We will be staging a one-day pop-up event in and around the art club and throughout all the residential 
gardens and landmarks of Mt. Adams.  It is a perfect show to catch the attention of would be buyers of plein air art. It 
is also a big opportunity to raise visibility for the Art Club and our artists while we continue our community outreach 
programs.  We need you to sign up and fill our entire lot with painters at work so all visitors are sure to see us as an 
important stop-over during the Garden Stroll.

We invite Club members to set up to paint and to show some of your completed work for sale.  We will be painting from 
morning into the evening and the Garden Stroll tour buses will be running from 5:00 to 9:00 PM on Jun 16.  Contact 
Marlene Steele or Gary Eith for details.
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Jenny Buckner from Veterinary School to Animal Artist
Teaches Workshop at the Art Club, April 24-27

By Dale Wolf

Jenny Buckner grew up in the mountains of North Carolina where 
the scenery is devastatingly beautiful and you knew from your first 
words how to pronounce Tuckasegee, Beaufort, Pfafftown, and 
Chocowinity.  The fresh air of the Great Smokies wanders across 
the region, wild elk are your neighbors and fishing is just as natural 
as breathing.  What better a place for a kid to grow up wanting to 
be a veterinarian or a floriculturist as Jenny did.  But that was not 
to be.

Her future plans took a right turn in 1998 … she remembers 
the year precisely because it was such a dramatic turning point 
for her.  She had fallen, for some unknown reason, into a deep, 
dark depression that stopped her pursuit of life as a veterinarian.  
That by itself was enough to turn any young woman’s future in a 
different direction.  But something else happened that year.  She 
was sleeping soundly when she startled awake suddenly knowing 

that God had just told her to paint.  So she did!  With no formal art education, during the following year the paintings just 
flowed out of her, she won a national competition and that led to an unexpected career as a fine artist.

She has established a national reputation and had coverage of her art in a number of international artist magazines, was 
published in the book on “How to Paint People, Volume 1” and became a leading expert in painting animals. Jenny loves 
them all and joys in capturing their emotions on canvas… horses, mules, bears, dogs, cats, and swans in the mountain 
surroundings of her home.  She also continues as a figurative painter.

She says I feel successful when I capture the emotion of a person or animal that the viewer feels.  My talents are a testimony to 
the power of Christ in my work, and I am eager to reach and teach other aspiring artists.  Today she lives in Waynesville, NC and 
is a wife and mother of two grown children.

Jenny Buckner, Art Club Workshop instructor

Tom Post:  “I WANT YOU TO SEE, REALLY SEE”
By Dale Wolf

What I want you to see is … Tom 
continues encouraging each artist to 
look carefully from subject to canvas 
to palette to subject to canvas.  See the 
flow, he says with conviction.  See the 
connections.  See the movement.  See 
where the color is.  I want you to see it.  
Really see it!  Feel it!

We all know Tom Post is a great artist. 
He is also a great teacher.  His Chaos 
to Order Workshop was held at the 
Cincinnati Art Club in February.  Over 
the three days he led each attending 
student to become more adept at 
moving from the chaos and fear of 
painting from a live model to order and 
conviction.

Jerry Saylor came away from the 
workshop with a summation that 
rang true for all in the class, most of 
whom were already accomplished painters before they arrived:  I learned I still have a lot to learn.  It was a better workshop 
than many others because  Tom spent so much time working with each artist. I learn more when it is personal.  The size of the 
workshop was perfect because this allowed him to work with each of us individually.

Tom with Kathryn Al-Lamadani
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Each day began with snow to shovel.  Michelle Andrews brought a tray of baked sweet eats for everyone.  And a new 
model was on hand each day to challenge the artists.  Each session began with a rapid series of 3-minute sketches to 
capture the basics.

Tom Post began with an inspirational talk. “Capture 
the energy of the pose, understand the tilt of the torso 
and the pelvis, plan your composition.  Break down 
the light/ dark shapes and simplify things to the large 
masses.” 

With Kathryn Al-Lamadani: Don’t be afraid of color.  
Think of the warm/cool relationship.  Warm light has 
cool shadows and cool light has warm shadows.  Use 
the reflective light to move colors. 

The students are sketching their gesture drawings 
fast before the model takes another pose.  The 
immediately wiping down to start the next.  It’s a 
frenzy of energy with intense focus and flashing 
brushes. 

During Tom’s Quick Sketch demo he explains what is 
going through his head as he captures the essence 
of the model’s pose.  I think about the torso, pelvic 

tilt and it’s form, how the bones all connect.  Compare the tilt of the shoulders to the counter balance of the pelvis, look for 
anatomical markers to help with proportioning the figure.  I want you to see this.

Tom uses a brush handle to point out on the model the key markers that explain what’s happening under the skin.  See 
how the femur bone connects into the pelvis.  I want you to see how she supports her body weight and lifts her scapula.  He 
encourages them to move their brushes with a flow, as if they are conducting an orchestra.

You need to see it to feel it.

He encourages Michelle Andrews to “feel the movement” as her brush sweeps down the canvas in a simple line that 
captures the models graceful pose.  A little exaggeration in the gesture can create an even more energetic painting.  He 
helps another student with proportions.  

He looks over Jerry Saylor’s shoulder to get the same view of the model so he can show Jerry how to understand how the 
head, neck, and torso relate. 

He keeps working the class, from one individual station to the next. At each easel, he pauses to make sure each student 
is seeing and interpreting the movement of the model’s body.  The first part of every figurative painting is to get the 
composition and the flow of the body right. Then refine the proportions.  I want you to see where the key skeletal features are 
located relative to each other.   Look for relationships and rhythms. Look at the negative space to understand the positive space. 

During Tom’s longer demo on Saturday, he 
quickly finds the gesture and blocks in the large 
shapes of the light/dark relationship.  He holds 
his palette in his hand so he can move back forth 
easier.  He immediately puts down color notes 
on both the background and the figure so he 
can determine relationships.

He has now progressed well into his painting 
demo.

Once I have the notes in place, I begin adding 
detail. It is a constant back and forth, moving all 
over the canvas keeping everything in balance.  I 
look for warm/cool relationships and search for 
more opportunity to lay in more color, always 
being mindful of its value.

He admonishes all to stay loose and broad. Don’t 
panic and start putting in detail too early.  If you 

Monica Achberger gets a “private” lesson

Tom working with Michelle Andrews
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During the demo, palette is hand-held so he can work faster

His “finished” demo

Front row, left to right: Mike Phillips, Kim Wannamaker, Kathryn Al-Lamadoni, Sue Blaney, Tom Post, Mandy Putnam. 
Back row, left to right: Greg Gibson, Donna Bross, Peter Beves, Doug Welsh, Jerry Saylor, Michelle Andrews, Monica 
Achberger 

do, you’ll lose focus on the big picture. Work boldly and trust yourself.

Throughout the whole workshop Tom stresses the importance of keeping a 
sketch book and practicing ones drawing skills. You can’t get enough practice.
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How to Market Your Artwork
By Elizabeth Kitchen

Editor’s Note: Please let me introduce one of our newest Art Club members.  Elizabeth is already an accomplished sculptor. She 
lives up north in London, OH but comes down, an hour-and-a-half each way, to be with us.  You can probably meet her at one of 
our Monday Sketch Groups where she sits behind her sculpture stand working on a piece of clay.  Elizabeth already has several 
post graduate degrees and is presently pursuing a PhD in marketing.  She has enjoyed her career as a communications specialist 
for the Department of Health Services and Homeland Security.  She lives on a farm that includes her own private petting zoo.  
This series on marketing art is taken from her PhD dissertation. – Dale Wolf

We will not sell our art unless we become adept at self-promotion.  Art sales 
increase by having an effective promotional kit. Marketing and communication 
skills are pivotal.  Because art is sold by consignment (galleries, for instance) 
or direct sales, we also need to master collaboration and relationship building 
with other artists, clubs, and dealers (both traditional and e-commerce venues).

Our clients and buyers want to know about us.  Increasing awareness is the 
objective the promotional kit.  Many platforms and avenues can be utilized by 
both new and seasoned artists alike, but we need to make the commitment to 
marketing or the art will gather in our own closets.  We need to use traditional 
marketing tools and increasingly master e-business and viral marketing.

We can increase self-promotion by increasing the number of interactions and 
communications with past, current, and potential clients that show an interest.   
Increasing exposure with communication tools is the number one marketing 
skill used to increase sales.  Attending art club functions, charity events and 
niche venues increase opportunities to add new contacts to a list and market 

to them.  The promotional kit becomes an effective marketing tool for managing the exposure of art for clients to view 
in-person and online.  Since we are in the middle of the digital age, people are moving towards reading their newspapers, 
newsletters, and periodicals online, and that’s where positioning art in that arena increases the opportunity for sales.  

Our promotional kit includes: 

We increase our communications and contact with potential buyers develop opportunistic leverage by using traditional 
community newsletters, newspapers, and venues that allow art to be exhibited and taught with their audiences as places 
where consumers can engage with us very successfully.  

A signature line on emails should be an immediate action all of us should take.  Signature lines with a website and a 
picture of a piece of art can be another example of push marketing.  For instance, here is mine:

Elizabeth Kitchen, B.S., M.B.A., M.H.A., PMP®
Sculpture by Commission
1855 State Route 187
London, OH 43140
380-222-5037
www.EccentricDesignsStudio.com 
“Every Day without Laughter is a Day Wasted.” - Charlie Chaplin

Teaching online (e.g. YouTube) and in-person (art clubs/schools/retail stores) allows artists to push promotional products 
in their kit.  YouTube, Facebook, Instagram are just a few of many examples where artists teach and have potential for sales 
through their communication.

• Artists website 
• Business cards
• Contact list
• Flyers, postcards, and/or stationary
• Traditional media outlet coverage
• Newsletters

• e-commerce sites
• Artist Statement
• Publications referencing the artist/art
• Teaching Engagements (listing date/venue)
• Exhibits
• Promoting updates/new projects
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Dave Klocke Digs through Dust to Unearth the Club’s Past
By Mandy Putnam

Precise record-keeping is not an activity in which artists typically engage.  As a result, Dave Klocke – the Cincinnati Art 
Club’s historian and past president – has had his work cut out for him as he continues to dig through Club archives, lists 
and history to recapture the Club’s past.  We asked Dave to reveal a few interesting tidbits he’s uncovered to date.

In the 1890s and up until World War I, the Club was a major 
social organization in Cincinnati.  A lot of non-artists – 
politicians and other civic leaders – belonged.  The Club put on 
parties and major entertainment – big outdoor extravaganzas, 
many with Biblical themes such as the Fall of Babylon.  They 
also had big costume parties in some of the hotels.  By today’s 
standards, it’s crazy stuff, but you have to realize this was a time 
even before movies.  It was more of a civic organization then.

They bought the first clubhouse in 1923 on Third Street. 
Herman Wessel was very instrumental in the purchase. The 
Wessel family has been very generous through the years. 

By the end of the 1920s, the Club had paid off its mortgage.  
So, the members held a big party – kind of a ritualistic thing in 

front of an Egyptian statue they created – to burn the mortgage.  
When all was said and done, it turned out they had burned the deed to the property instead of the mortgage.

That was about the end of the big parties, because shortly after, the 
Great Depression hit.  And then during the war years, the Club continued 
contracting.  After the war, however, things were booming, and the Club 
was able to get on better financial footing in the 1950s.

What has changed is not so much the Cincinnati Art Club, but everything 
else.  There are so many other entertainment sources available.  People 
have many competing options. It’s a very different time.

Dave Klocke’s motto 
posted on his website 
reads, “Choose art. 
For life.”  It reflects his 
lifelong interest in 
art, beginning as a 
child.  Painting for years 
as a hobby, Dave committed fulltime to become a professional artist after 
a career as a mechanical engineer.  When you peruse Dave’s website, you 
understand how his engineering background influenced his art under 
the “painting-of-the-month” tab.  There, powerful structures anchor his 
paintings and invite the viewer into the space.

People think my engineering and art backgrounds are very different but they 
both involve envisioning some kind of end product before it’s done.

Currently an honorary signature member, Dave served in various leadership 
positions, including President, for the Cincinnati Art Club during the 1990s 
and early 2002. 

Art Club’s Spanish-American War Party

Crusader Party: note the elaborate backdrop, costumes

To reiterate, the way artists increase sales is by increasing exposure and communications.  We should collaborate with 
several sources to sell our art; there are many opportunities to increase sales by taking advantage of these existing 
platforms and venues highlighted. 

Reference: Stanfield, A.B. (2019).  I’d Rather Be In The Studio – The artist’s no-excuse guide to self-promotion. Pentas Press. 

David Klocke, Sunlit Bridge
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 Member News, Snapshots and Gallery

Joanne Sloneker, Sunrise Sideshow

A recent still life by Gail Morrison

Portrait by Natasha Kinnari

Bruce Neville, Flat Iron Building
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Jeff Morrow, David Mueller painting a model at 
George Bodine’s studio

Cecilia Brendel goes from large oil 
paintings to miniatures … as small as a half 
inch installed onto heirloom jewelry.

29th Annual National Juried Exhibition of Traditional Oils

David Mueller’s Young Woman in Black Dress, 48 x 15", has been accepted into the 29th 
annual Oil Painters of America national juried competition.  The exhibit will be held in 
Fredericksburg, Texas May 15th through June 13th. 

David Mueller, Young Woman in 
Black Dress
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Jan Boone, Joanne Sloneker and Gail Morrison have teamed 
up for a new exhibition Three Views of the World  at Interiors by 
Kurtinitis Gallery.  The show opened in early February and runs 
through May 2.

The gallery is open Monday to Friday, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM and on 
Saturdays from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM at 3561 Columbia Parkway.

Actions this year by our Board of Directors
The 2020 Board of Directors, under the leadership of Don 
Schuster, has been working diligently toward executing 
the strategic direction set in play during a series of 
planning sessions over the past summer and two at well-
attended All-Member meetings.  Included in this work has 
been the development of several important amendments 
to our Constitution, especially to assure diversity.

Investigation of options regarding our Club facilities: This 
work is accelerating at a fast pace to make sure the best 
possible recommendation can be presented to members 
for consideration at the May business meeting.

Improvement of our short-term finances: 
• A balanced budget amendment
• The Art of Giving Fundraiser that raised $100,000 
• Founders’ Week Fundraiser with a two-week exhibition, four educational presentations and four painting 

demonstrations
• The Y’art Sale to fund our scholarship outreach
• Rent the Wessel Gallery - refreshed to make it attractive  for wedding receptions and other non-Club events

Visibility for the Club within Greater Cincinnati:
• A revised Mission Statement
• A new Vision Statement
• Development of a brand strategy 
• Creation of a new Club logo and Brand Guide
• A quarterly Club-sponsored magazine to promote visual art in Greater Cincinnati 
• An expanded outreach to local news media

Expansion of services and programs to members:
• Afternoon Critique Sessions will start on April 9, 1:00 - 3:00 PM and every 2nd Thursday thereafter.  These sessions will 

be open to all Club members. Tom Post and Ray Hassard will alternate as facilitators. 
• An exploration of abstract art that hopefully will result in the formation of a group specifically to develop abstract 

artists (similar to DAWG)
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Hyacinth Paul: Art and Science Come Together
Hyacinth Paul, a new Art Club member and former student 
of Cecilia Brendel, was the featured artist in the Springboro 
Performing Arts Center Art Gallery talks about her work and 
inspiration on an episode of  Springboro: Here & There.  Hyacinth, 
like many of us, began with a strong interest in art but had to put 
it aside for a career in science.  In 2012 she returned to art and 
has won numerous awards and a grant to study in Europe.  She is 
combining her career in science with an artistic exploration on the 
impact of color and emotion.  Her recent television interview can be 
viewed HERE.

John Porter Lasater IV, Making Art Outdoors
Plein Air Workshop June 5-7, 2020

Using the outdoors as your art studio isn’t always ideal, but there’s no reason it can’t 
be the place where you create timeless works of art.  Known for his string of awards in 
national competitions with a staggering variety of landscape subjects, John excels at 
pictorial concepts, open-form painting, naturalism, sophisticated color mixing and design 
principles.  With his years of painting and teaching experience, expect to be enlightened 
by his hands-on help and challenged by his lectures and demonstrations.

Painting Tidbits / Brushstrokes
Sourced by Eileen McConkey

A recurring Dragonfly feature of painting techniques that Eileen McConkey thought all our readers would find useful.  Eileen 
found the brushstroke techniques below by Stefan Baumann from an article he wrote and posted on his Grandview Ranch 
Saturday Campfire Chat series.  If you see information on the web that we would all find useful, send to Eileen.  For more info 
about Bauman’s coaching, go to his website. 

Direct Brushstrokes – When a painter paints a painting with powerful, dynamic, direct, loose brushstrokes it is not only 
a result of the way the paint is applied at the end of a painting, or a technique that can be just applied that is a result of 
information gleamed in a workshop.  Nor is it a secret that is only handed down from artist to artist.  Powerful, dynamic, 
direct, loose brushstrokes in a painting are often the under painting appearing or bleeding through the finished work of 
art.

Go into Battle – In other words, the best way to get powerful brushstrokes is to start from the very first brushstroke 
that is swiped onto the white canvas.  From the beginning the artist must start placing the value and color during the 
sketching phase, when the canvas is being covered with paint as the artist makes a mad dash to cover the white with 
artistic expression and inspiration of color.  Most of the time the quality of brushstrokes is the results of years of painting 
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Club Member Larry Rudolech Passes to Club Eternal
Larry Rudolech, an Out of Town Associate of the Cincinnati Art Club, died at age 70 on 
February 11.  Larry lived in Hanover Indiana.  Our condolences to his wife Janis and his 
family.  Larry was quite a traveler and completed a painting in every state of the country 
and competed for art awards in all but 13 of the states.  He worked at a furious pace, 
completing 300 or more paintings a year.  His talents, creativity and art will be missed 
in his local community and in the many competitions he had planned on attending.  He 
will be honored at this year’s ViewPoint Show.

that displays the confidence and knowledge of a painter that 
is well rehearsed.

Always have good and clean brushes at hand.  Your brushes 
are like swords as if you are going into battle; they must me 
clean and sharp.  NO confident brushstroke can be made with 
a poor brush!

1. Make sure that every brushstroke is made with a nice 
amount of paint.  Pre-mix your color before you apply, then 
once the color is correct on your pallet making sure that the 
color and value are correct, then apply a generous amount of 
paint onto the canvas with your brush.  The paint should be 
the consistency of soft butter and should be applied to the 
canvas the same as one would apply soft butter to a bagel 
when you are not on a diet.

2. Begin slowly to drag the stroke and watch for the 
connection of the brush to the canvas applying adequate 
pressure.  Remember that oil painting is best when you can see the brushstrokes.

3. Use both your hand and arm and while holding your hand back from the end of the brush, make a motion to drag the 
brush.  Choose when to stop the stroke, then lift the brush up and place it down next to the mark you just did and direct 
the motion of the stroke into another direction.  Remember, never make the same stroke twice.

4. Make sure that your brushstroke does not follow the contour of the object.  Every stroke should go mostly counter to 
contour in variable directions.

5. Try to use one brush in different ways.  Use both the flat of the brush and the side of the brush to vary the effects the 
strokes make to insure that your brushstrokes are interesting.

6. Pay attention to each brushstroke. Make sure that each and every stroke is independent of each other and represent the 
now!

7. Slow down, watch, feel, express every moment like a note of music.  See it, feel it, react to it.  Strokes, like notes on a 
piano keyboard.  They are a visual statement that communicates to the viewer a moment of time that you experienced 
and captured forever on canvas.

Lawrence Rudolech, 1949-2020

New Daytime Critique Session, Beginning April 9
Because some Club members may have difficulties with night driving and parking in the neighborhood, we are going to 
offer an Afternoon Critique Group session each month, beginning April 9, 2020.  These sessions will meet regularly on the 
SECOND Thursday of the month from 1:00 - 3:00 PM.  Tom Post and Ray Hassard will alternate Facilitator duties. Open to 
both Associate and Signature, all Club members are welcome to attend.  Please do not bring more than two pieces to be 
critiqued.
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